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ABSTRACT
     It is noticed that i n natural speech sentences are breaked into breath groups.
Some words seem to be more closely grouped with adjacent words: we call these groups
prosodic phrases. In order to improve the naturalness of synthesized speech,
prosodic processing in both text-processing component and speech generation
component is needed. The text-processing component is more important because the
performance of speech generation component is dependent on the ability of the
previous one. This paper discussed how to break sentences into prosodic phrases.
     At first, for segmentation of prosodic phrases, the text is segmented into
Chinese words. Then these words are annotated with an automatic Part-of-Speech
tagger. Adjacent words which have close syntactic relation are grouped to form
prosodic phrases using the POS tags and syntactic phrase structure information. When
breaking prosodic phrases other factors must be taken into consideration, such as
speech velocity, pragmatic knowledge, the context, and the speaker's feeling.
    The POS tagging algorithm is based on integration of the statistical method and
rule method.2-Gram Markov language model is used in the algorithm. The most likely
POS sequence for a given sentence is found by searching through the language  model
and picking the most likely path. Then the rule method is used to correct the errors
caused by statistical method, which identifies a word's category using context
information. Through experiments the tagger correctly tagged 94% of words in an
independent test set of 1.2 thousand Chinese characters.
     Based on rules, the lexical information and phrase structure information will
be used to form prosodic phrases. Through experiments we obtained a break-correct
figure of 86% and a recall rate of 90%. After segmentation of prosodic phrases, these
grouped words are read continuously when the text is converted to speech. And the
naturalness of synthesized speech is improved.
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Introduction

    One of text-to-speech system’s core tasks is to simulate natural speech. We have
noticed that sentences are breaked into breath groups in natural speech.And the
grouped words usually have close syntactic relations.Then we can form prosodic
phrases based on syntactic rules.This paper is organized as follows:POS tagging is
discussed in section 1.Section 2 presents a group of rules for finding phrase breaks
and the experiments are done in section 3.At last,we give a conclusion of this paper.

1. Part of Speech Tagging

1.1 Because there are category ambiguities of words in Chinese, the category of words
must be disambiguated for following processing. In Chinese several kinds of category
ambiguities exist as follow:
a. Same characters, but different pronunciations when words belonged to different
category, for example: " hao3 "(好)  ,hao3 (adjective),   hao4(verb);
b. Same characters and pronunciations, but different meanings, for example: "
shang4" (上), "shang4xue2" (上学)(verb), "zhuo1zi5shang4" (桌子上)(a word showing
direction);
c. Same characters ,pronunciations and meanings, for example: " xiao1hao4" (消
耗)(noun/verb);
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d. words belonging to the upper two or three kinds at the same time, for example:
" he2 "(和) ,it belongs to the first kind(c/g) and the second kind(v(he4,huo2,
huo4)/c(he2)).
    In Chinese there are about 3680 words concurrently belonging to different
categories, which take up 6.72% in all of words. But their occurrence possibility
is about 30%(Reference [2]).And the occurrence possibility distribution of these
words is unbalanced. So we can decide the disambiguating method according to the
above analysis.

1.2 Before POS tagging the Chinese text must be segmented into words.Then the word
sequences are tagged based on integration of statistical method and rule method.
We have a POS tag set which includes 24 tags, for example, a(adjectives),c(relative
adverbs),d(adverbs),f(words showing directions),g(Chinese characters which can not
stand alone as words),m(numerals),n(nouns),q(measure words),r(pronouns),
u(auxiliary verbs) ,v(verbs),y(words indicating the tone which are at ends of
sentences),etc.

1.3  Our statistical method uses 2-gram Markov model in which states represent POS
tags and the transitions between states represent the likelihood of transition from
the prior POS tag to the next one. State possibility and the transition possibility
are gotten from corpus which consists of 120 thousand Chinese characters. For a word
sequence W=w1 w2 w3 ...wn we assume the possible tag sequence is T=t1 t2 t3 ...tn.
If P(T) is the likelihood of the tag sequence T the sequence having the maximum
of P(T) is picked. And P(T)=p(t1)*p(t2|t1)*...*p(ti|ti-1)*...*p(tn|tn-1), p(ti|ti-1)
represents the transition possibility from POS tag ti-1 to ti . p(ti|ti-1)=p(ti-1 
ti)/p(ti-1).And p(ti-1, ti) represents the concurrent possibility of ti-1 and ti p(ti)
represents the current possibility of ti.
    For example, we have a word sequence of " fu4qin5//bian4//ling3//wo3//
dao4//jie1//shang5"(父亲//便//领//我//到//街//上).These words 's correspondent
tags are (n)(d,g)(g,v,q)(r)(p,v)(n)(g,f,v).And the most likely tag sequence is
gotten by searching through the model and picking the most likely path, which is
“n d v r v n f” .

1.4  The rule method uses context information to identify  a  word's category. The
context information consists of lexical information and words' categories. We have
about 100 disambiguating rules, most of which are used to disambiguate the words
having greater occurrence possibility. And the structure dependency over a long
distance beyond the scope of N-gram model also can be captured by rules.
    For example, the word " le5" (了) belongs to three categories (u, v, y) and then
we can identify its category based on three rules. (a) v+ " de2" (得)| " bu4"
(不)+liao3->v; for example,"ta1de5bing4hao3de5liao3. "(他的病好得了 ) (b) v or a
or n+le5+symbols of end of sentences ->y,the symbols include
punctuation(" ," ," ." ," !" ," ?" ) and other words(" ma5" (吗) " ba5" (吧))
indicating tone; for example," ren2men5fu4le5."(人们富了 )(c) v or a+le5+not the
symbols of ends of sentences->u;for example, "wo3qiao1le5qiao1men2"( 我敲了敲门)(d)
d+liao3->v; for example,"jia3bu4liao3"(假不了)

The three categories of word " zai4" (在) are verb, adverb and preposition. The
disambiguating rules consist of following ones, which can correct errors caused by
statistical method: (a) "zai4 "( 在 ) +n|np|vp+f->p, for
example,"zai4xin1de5li4shi3chuang4zao4 huo2dong4zhong1"(在新的历史创造活动中) (b)
"zai4 "(在 ) +v|vp+" de5shi2hou5" (的时候 )|" shi2" (时 )->p,for example, "
zai4chi1fan4de5shi2hou5"(在吃饭的时候)

2.Segmentation of Prosodic Phrases

2.1  It has been noticed that in natural speech the sentences are breaked into breath
groups. Some words seem to be more closely grouped with adjacent words. These groups



are called prosodic phrases. In general they consist of about ten syllables. And
usually these adjacent words have close syntactic relations. So we can group them
to form prosodic phrases using the POS tags and syntactic phrase structure
information. If the text is only segmented into words and the breaks are placed
between words, the synthesized speech is not fluent. For
example,"shi4//zheng4fu3//ji2wei2//
guan1zhu4//yuan2ming2yuan2//yi2zhi3//de5//qiang3jiu4//he2//zheng3zhi4//gong1zuo
4"(市//政府//极为//关注//圆明园//遗址//的//抢救//和//整治//工作).For simulating
the natural speech, it is important to find suitable places for inserting pauses
in the sentences. So the sentences need be segmented into prosodic phrases. Based
on rules the previous segmented words can be grouped into "//市政府极为关注//圆
明园遗址的抢救和整治工作//". In the view of syntactic structure we present a group
of rules for segmenting prosodic phrases. These rules are concluded through analysis
of the structure of prosodic phrases and reference of linguistic literature.

2.2 We pay attention to seven kinds of phrases, such as, np(noun phrases),vp(verb
phrases),ap(adjective phrases),dp(adverb phrases),pp(prepositional phrases),
mp(numeral phrases), dj (simple sentences) .For example:
     (1)The constituent structure of noun phrases:
       a|f|m|n|r+n|np; a|f|m|n|r|v+" de5" ( 的 )+n|np; r|mp+np;n+c+n;
n|np+n|np; n+k; r+ " de5" (的)+a; a|r+" de5" (的)+v; for example,"xi1bei3di4qu1"(西
北 地 区 ) "ping2jing4de5xin1wen2ji4lu4 pian4" ( 平 静 的 新 闻 纪 录 片 )
"yi4jia1dong4wu4yuan2"(一家动物园)
("|" represents "or" )
     (2)The constituent structure of verb phrases:
      v+ " le5" (了)or " yi1" (一) or " bu4" (不) or " mei2" (没)+v; v+     " le5"
(了) or " zhe5" (着) or " guo4" (过); v|vp+n|r|np;v+pp;v+" de5" (得)+a|v|ap|vp;
d|dp+v|vp; pp+vp|v; v+v|vp; v+c+v; u+v; for example, "kan4le5kan4"(看了看),
"xiu1fu4yuan2ming2yuan2wei2qiang2"( 修 复 圆 明 园 围 墙 ),
"jie2he2de5fei1chang2zhi4mi4"(结合得非常致密), "bei4da3dao3"(被打倒);
     (3)The constituent structure of adjective phrases
      a+a; ap+ap ;a+v;a+" le5" (了) or " zhe5" (着) or " guo4" (过);d|r+a;
dp+a;d+ap; a+" de5"(得)+vp|ap; a|ap+mp; a+c+a;for example, "qin2lao2jian3pu3"(勤
劳俭朴) "bu2tia4hao3"(不太好),"xing1fen4de5jiao4qi3lai2"(兴奋得叫起来);
     (4)The constituent structure of prepositional phrases:
      p+n|r; p+np; for example, "zai4xue2xiao4"(在学校);
     (5)The constituent structure of numeral phrases:
      m+q; d|r+m+q; for example, "yi2ge4"(一个), "zhe4ji3jian4"(这几件);
     (6)The constituent structure of adverb phrases:
      a|d|n|v+ "de5"( 地 ); ap|mp|vp+"de5"( 地 );d+d|r; dp+dp;for example,
"quan2mian4zhun3que4de5"(全面准确地);
     (7)The constituent structure of simple sentence:
      n|np+v|vp|ap; for example," wen2zhang1shuo1"(文章说);
    Other prosodic phrases  which can not be grouped depending on above syntactic
analysis are also considered. We conclude some rules for these prosodic phrases.
    (1)If noun phrases including the word "de5"(的) are overlong, a pause is inserted
after the word "de5".For example,"zeng1xian1sheng5de5//
ba1bai3wan4yuan2ren2min2bi4de5juan1kuan3" (曾先生的//800 万元人民币的捐款)
    (2)A pause is placed after the word "de5"(地) when the length of  phrases after
"de5" exceeds specified value. For example,
"gao1gao1xing4xing4de5//ji4xu4guna1kan4dian4shi4jie2mu4"(高高兴兴地//继续观看电
视节目);
    (3)When the complement part after the word "de2"(得) is overlong, we place a
pause after "de2".For example, "gao1xing4de2ji1ji1zha1zha1 de5jiao4qi3lai2"(高
兴得叽叽喳喳地叫起来);

(4)The verb and the word showing directions can form a prosodic phrase. For
example, "dao4shagn4mian5ba5"(到上面吧).



3. Experiments and Analysis

    The phrase break component has been complemented in our TTS system. This
component processes the text automatically and puts breaks in suitable places.
Because the performance of the phrase break component is dependent on the ability
of POS tagger, we do some work to improve the performance of POS tagger, which will
make the phrase break component do better. The corpus for POS tagging is enlarged
from 50 thousand characters to 120 thousand ones. To estimate the performance of
the phrase break component and the improvement, we do contrast experiments between
before and after the improvement. We  define that C represents the total number of
correct POS tag, M represents total number of tags in the test sentences, D means
the number of deletion errors occurring when a break is marked in the reference
sentences but is not in the test sentences, I represents the number of insertion
errors occurring when a break is not marked in the reference sentences but is in
the test sentences, B represents the total number of breaks in the test sentences,
N means the total number of breaks in the reference sentences. Test sentences
consisting of about 1200 Chinese characters are tagged and breaked automatically.
And we assume the reference sentences are correctly tagged and breaked by hand.
Following table shows the result.

M C D I TN RN
Result before
improvement

735 682 25 36 195 184

Result after
improvement

735 695 18 27 193 184

    From the upper data we can get the accurate rate of POS tagger, the
accurate rate and recall rate of prosodic phrase breaker. Before the improvement
the POS tagging accurate rate is C/M=682/735=92.79% prosodic phrase breaking
accurate rate is (TN-I)/ TN=(195-36)/195=81.54%  the recall rate is (TN-I)/
RN=(195-36)/184=86.41% After the improvement the POS tagging accurate rate is
C/M=695/735=94.56% prosodic phrase breaking accurate rate is (TN-I)/ TN=(193-
27)/193=86.01% the recall rate is (TN-I)/ RN=(193-27)/184=90.22%
    It can be found from the table that the prosodic phrase breaker after the
improvement has a better performance than that before the improvement. For making
the prosodic phrase breaker do better, it is important to improve the performance
of POS tagger and analyze human's reading custom to conclude some rules in this
aspect.

Conclusion

    In order to improve the naturalness of synthesized speech, it is important to
segment sentences into prosodic phrases. For POS tagging integration of statistical
method and rule method makes tagger do better. This paper presents a group of rules
for segmentation of prosodic phrases by analyzing the structure of phrases. All of
the rules are applied in the phrase break component. Based on phrase-breaking rules
sentences are breaked into prosodic phrases. Then these grouped words are read
continuously when the text is converted to speech. The naturalness of synthesized
speech is improved to some extent.
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